HYMN TO HER

Erik Madigan Heck’s moving tribute to maternal love.

Plus: Maria Grazia Chiuri celebrates the women who inspire her; Anna Jones makes the case for delicious, easy eco-eating; and we examine the furore surrounding Maggi Hambling’s Mary Wollstonecraft statue.
TALKING POINTS

WILD & FREE
Bright colours and cheerful shapes for unbridled Fauvist flair

Compiled by MARISSA BOURKE

Arpège platter, about £1,080
Point dessert plate, about £110, both Marta Bakowski for Maison Matisse

Arpège platter, about £1,080
Point dessert plate, about £110, both Marta Bakowski for Maison Matisse

Vase, £42
Graham and Green

Ceiling lamp, £50
Caravane

Lamp, £648
Viola Nari for Porta Romana

Armchair, from £512
Driade at FCI London

INTERIORS

Variations dessert plate, about £110
Marta Bakowski for Maison Matisse

Lamp, £65: shade, £42
Graham and Green

Tumbler, £25
Bell Hutley x Alexandra Tolstoy

Colette sofa, about £8,540
Cristina Celestino for Maison Matisse

Chair, £3,136
The Conran Shop

Rug, £865
Colville at Matchesfashion.com

Background fabric, £104 a metre
Molly Mahon

Cushion, £115
Wicklewood

Cushion, £55
Graham and Green

Rug, £865
Colville at Matchesfashion.com

Cushion, £95
Caravane

Side table, from £5,796
Michel & Daniel Bismut at the Invisible Collection

Caravane J Armchair, from £512
Driade at FCI London

Lamp, £65; shade, £42
Graham and Green

Tumbler, £25
Bell Hutley x Alexandra Tolstoy

Colette sofa, about £8,540
Cristina Celestino for Maison Matisse

Chair, £3,136
The Conran Shop

Rug, £865
Colville at Matchesfashion.com

Background fabric, £104 a metre
Molly Mahon